1 Circle the correct word.

Example: Petrol, coal and gas can all be used as

fewel
fuel
phewel

1 You can dry yourself with this.
towel
towwel
trowel

2 We are staying at a wonderful...
hotell
hottel
hotel

3 They are taking photographs of a...
camel
camell
cammel

4 My favourite sandwich contains...
fallafel
falafel
falefel

5 I like to visit new places and to...
travell
trevel
travel

6 My mother has a ring with a huge, green...
jewwel
juel
jewel

7 Yesterday, my grandma sent me a huge...
parsel
parcel
parcell

8 The train went through the ...
tunnel
tunel	tunnell
2 Continue the story.

River Adventure

Example: Write about where you are.

I was rowing up a river. It was wide and green and I was feeling tired.

1 Explain why you are there.

2 You see something in the water. Describe it.

3 Your boat stops. Why?

4 What do you do?